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A  NOTE  ON  THE  STRATIGRAPHY  AND  STRUCTURE  OF  THE  WELLINGTON-
MOLONG-ORANGE-CANOWINDRA  REGION.

By  Gebmaine  Joplin,  B.A.,  D.Sc,  Ph.D.,  and  Others.
(Plate  i  and  two  Text-figures.)

[Read 30th April, 19 52.]

Syno2}sis.
Reconnaissance  mapping-  lias  been  carried  out  over  an  area  of  about  2,000  square  miles,

and  it  has  been  shown  that  Silurian  strata  have  been  folded  into  a  great  anticlinorium  upon
which  later  folding-  has  been  superimposed.  The  first  movement  is  attributed  to  the  Bowning
Orogeny, and the second to the Kanimblan.

The Silurian strata have been mapped as the Gamboola,  Nanima and Manildra Formations,
and there  is  evidence  that  the  first  is  of  Lower  Silurian  age.

Ordovician,  Devonian  and  Jurassic  strata  also  occur  in  the  area,  as  well  as  Tertiary  lavas
and related intrusions.  Granites may be of  Kanimbla age.

Introductio?i.
The  region  covered  by  the  map  (Plate  i)  has  an  area  of  about  2,000  square  miles.

Joplin  and  Culey  (1938)  published  a  reconnaissance  map  of  a  small  part  of  the  area,
and  subsequent,  more  detailed  mapping  has  necessitated  some  modifications,  which  are
incorporated  in  the  present  map.  The  map  is  a  compilation  of  the  work  of  sixteen
people.  Six  of  these  workers—  Misses  E.  M.  Basnett,  M.  J.  Colditz  and  E.  M.  Phillips  and
Messrs.  R.  Brewer,  D.  G.  Moye  and  N.  C.  Stevens—  mapped  certain  areas  (see  inset)  as
part  of  their  honours  course  in  the  Department  of  Geology,  University  of  Sydney,  and
their  work  has  been  carried  out  mainly  by  compass  traverses  on  parish  maps.  The
work  of  Basnett  and  Colditz  (1946)  and  Stevens  (1950)  is  published.  Reconnaissance
mapping  between  areas  of  more  detailed  mapping  has  been  carried  out  by  Misses  M.
Breckenridge,  A.  G.  Culey,  J.  Johnston  and  G.  A.  Joplin,  and  Messrs.  T.  G.  Vallance  and
K.  Sharp,  and  a  part  of  the  work  of  L.  J.  Jones  (1935),  C.  A.  Sussmilch  (1906)  and
C.  A.  Sussmilch  and  H.  I.  Jensen  (1909)  has  been  used  to  tie  the  area  to  already-
published  work.

Although  parts  of  the  map  are  published,  it  is  presented  for  three  reasons:  (i)  it
indicates  the  regional  structure  which  is  not  apparent  in  the  maps  of  isolated  areas;
(ii)  it  incorporates  work  which  may  not  otherwise  be  published  and  which  may  save
much  time  for  those  undertaking  more  detailed  work  in  the  future;  and  (iii)  the  map
shows  the  relation  between  the  Silurian  rocks  of  the  Wellington-Molong  area  and  the
Ordovician  strata  to  the  south  (Stevens,  1951).

As  the  general  geology  of  the  area  is  fairly  well  known  from  published  work,  it  is
proposed  only  to  make  amendments  and  additions  to  the  stratigraphy  and  to  indicate
broadly  the  structure  of  the  area.

Stratigraphy.
Ordovician.

Basnett  and  Colditz  (1946)  recorded  graptolite-bearing  slates  surrounded  by  Silurian
andesites  at  Wellington  and  at  Apsley,  and  suggested  that  the  Silurian  strata  were
deposited  around  Ordovician  islands.  Later  Moye  found  graptolites  in  slates  near
Borenore,  not  far  from  Lower  Silurian  limestones  (Fletcher,  1950),  and  recently  G.  H.
Packham*  has  found  Ordovician  graptolites  near  the  Nandillyan  limestone.  Stevens
found  graptolite  slates  associated  with  limestones  and  andesites  faulted  against  Upper
Devonian  strata  near  Cargo  and  has  more  recently  found  Ordovician  limestones  inter-
bedded  with  andesite  on  the  Belubula  River  (Stevens,  1951).  This  discovery  raises  the
question  of  the  age  of  the  andesites  and  limestones  within  the  area  of  the  present  map.

Personal communication.
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Section  A-B  (Text-fig.  2)  indicates  a  possible  relation  between  Lower  Silurian  and
Ordovician  strata  near  Amaroo  and  Borenore,  though  it  must  be  emphasized  that  much
woi'k  remains  to  be  done  in  this  part  of  the  area,  which  at  present  is  the  subject  only  of
rough reconnaissance.

Although  the  possibility  of  an  Ordovician  age  of  some  of  the  andesites  adjacent
to  black  slates  in  the  Wellington  District  cannot  be  overlooked,  there  is  reason  to  believe
that  the  Silurian  strata  were  deposited  on  an  uneven  basement  of  Ordovician  rocks,
and  the  explanation  offered  by  Basnett  and  Colditz  (1946)  seems  to  be  the  most  likely
one.

Silurian.
There  appears  to  be  a  threefold  division  of  the  Silurian  in  this  region,  but  until

further  palaeontological  work  is  undertaken,  it  is  impossible  to  say  what  part  of  the
succession  is  represented.

Gamboola  Formation.
Basnett  and  Colditz  (1946)  mapped  a  Lower  Sedimentary  Series,  underlying

andesites,  in  the  Wellington  District,  and  these  rocks,  which  consist  mainly  of  low-
grade  slates,  tuffaceous  slates,  cherts  and  limestones,  have  been  traced  south  to  the  main
road  between  Molong  and  Orange  in  the  Parish  of  Gamboola.  Halysites  from  this  area
was  described  by  Etheridge  (1904).  On  the  present  map  the  Borenore  limestone,  from
which  Fletcher  (1951)  has  recently  described  Lower  Silurian  trilobites,  is  shown  to  be
continuous  with  this  formation,  though  this  interpolation  may  not  be  correct,  because,
as  indicated  above,  much  detailed  work  remains  to  be  done  in  the  Borenore-Amaroo
area.  Etheridge  (1909)  recorded  trilobites  in  a  limestone  near  Borenore,  but  the
relation  of  this  limestone  to  the  Lower  Silurian  limestone  is  not  clear.

This  Formation  unconformably  overlies  the  Ordovician  and  is  conformably  over-
lain  by  andesites  and  related  pyroclastic  rocks.  Unfortunately  it  is  not  possible  to
measure  the  thickness  as  it  occupies  the  core  of  an  anticlinorium  which  is  pitching  to
the  north,  and  the  base  is  possibly  covered  by  the  volcanic  pile  of  the  Canoblas.  In
section  A-B  only  the  apparent  base  is  exposed  on  an  uneven  Ordovician  surface.

Limestone  members  within  this  Formation  possibly  include  the  Borenore  and  Spring
Creek  Limestones,  the  Nandillyan  Limestone  and  the  Narragal  Limestone.  The  Molong
Limestone  (see  C-D,  Text-fig.  2)  may  be  regarded  as  a  member  at  the  top  of  this
Formation  or  as  one  at  the  base  of  the  Nanima  Formation.  Rhyolites  occur  on  Spring
and  Oakey  Creeks,  but  these  may  be  (?)  Lower  Devonian.

It  is  proposed  to  name  this  unit  the  Gamboola  Formation  and  to  include  the  above
lenses  of  limestone  as  members.

The  Molong  and  Narragal  Limestones  are  invaded  by  porphyrites  which  are  possibly
feeders  to  the  overlying  flows  in  the  Nanima  Formation.

'Nanima  Formation.
Basnett  and  Colditz  (1946)  described  a  Volcanic  Series  between  a  Lower  and  Upper

Sedimentary  Series  in  the  Wellington  District,  and  Colditz  (1948)  showed  that  it
consisted  of  hornblende  and  pyroxene  andesites,  trachyandesites,  trachybasalts,  basalts,
tuffs  and  agglomerates  associated  with  sills  of  hornblende  lamprophyre.  Basnett  (1942)
described  a  lamprophyre  sill  on  Poggy  Creek  that  had  suffered  serpentinization  in  a
fault-zone.

Basnett  and  Colditz  also  recorded  lenses  of  limestone  interbedded  with  the  lavas  and
tuffs.  Work  further  south  has  indicated  that  the  Molong  Limestone  may  be  a  member
low  in  this  Formation,  and  it  is  obvious  from  section  C-D  (Text-fig.  2)  that  the  lime-
stone  in  the  basin  south  of  the  Molong  Dome  is  on  a  higher  horizon  in  this  Formation.
Stevens  (1951)  has  correlated  the  Cargo  Limestone  with  that  of  Molong.  Basnett  and
Colditz  consider  that  the  limestone  at  Wellington  Caves  is  possibly  Devonian,  but  the
present  writer  considers  that  a  fault,  visible  in  the  Cathedral  Cave,  which  brings
rhythmically  banded  limestones  against  massive  limestone,  is  possibly  a  fault  bringing
the  Devonian  against  the  Silurian.  Thus,  there  is  reason  to  believe  that  the  limestone
exposed  east  of  the  river  on  the  Caves  Reserve  is  a  member  of  this  Formation.
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The  Nanima  Formation  is  named  after  the  Parish  of  Nanima,  from  which  much  of
the  material  described  by  Colditz  was  collected,  and  may  thus  be  regarded  as  the  type-
area  for  this  Formation.  It  is  underlain  by  the  Gamboola  Formation  and  overlain  by
the  Manildra  Formation.

Text-fig-. 1. — Sketch map showing- trends of the major structures in the Wellington-Molong--
Orange— Canowindra Region.

Text-fig.  2.  —  Sketch  sections  across  the  Wellington-Molong--Orang-e-Canowindra  Region..
1, Ordovician strata ; 2, Gamboola Formation ; 3, Borenore-Spring Creek Limestone ; 4, Narragal
Limestone;  5,  Molong  Limestone;  6,  Nanima  Formation;  7,  Manildra  Formation;  S,
Garnetiferous  Porphyry  and  Tuff  ;  9,  Garra  Beds  ;  10,  Catombal  Formation  ;  11,  Granite  ;  12,.
Basalt;  13,  Tertiary  Gravels;  14,  Alluvium.

Manildra  Formation.
This  sequence  of  tuffs,  cherts  and  indurated  shales  was  described  by  Joplin  and'

Culey  (1938)  as  the  Manildra  Beds.  More  detailed  work  has  subsequently  revealed
(Basnett  and  Colditz,  1946;  Stevens,  1950)  that  garnetiferous  tuffs  and  porphyries  occur
near  the  fop  of  the  Formation,  and  Moye*  has  suggested  the  possibility  of  the  felspathic

Personal communication.
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tuifs  near  Stuart  Town  being  the  equivalents  of  these.  North  of  Cumnock,  and  also  near
Wuuluman,  rhyolites  occur  near  the  top  of  the  Formation,  and  it  now  appears  fairly
certain  that  the  Burrawong  Limestone,  the  Nubrigyn  Limestone  and  the  Canomodine
Limestone  form  lenses  in  this  succession  and  are  therefore  members.  The  Formation
is  underlain  by  the  Nanima  Formation  and  overlain  by  rhyolites  of  probable  Lower
Devonian age.

Devonian.
Rhyolites.

M.  E.  Phillips  has  been  able  to  map  several  separate  flows  of  rhyolite,  which
crop  out  over  a  considerable  area  west  of  Gumble  and  extend  south  of  Manildra.  They
overlie  the  Manildra  Formation  and  may  be  of  Upper  Silurian  age,  though  it  seems
more  likely  that  they  are  Lower  Devonian.

Garra Beds.
The  reconnaissance  term  "Garra  Beds"  is  retained  for  this  sequence  of  rocks  as  no

further  detailed  mapping  has  been  done  within  them,  and  it  is  not  known  whether  they
should  rank  as  a  formation  or  as  a  group.  Hill  (1942)  considers  that  both  Lower  and
Middle  Devonian  limestones  are  represented  in  these  beds,  but  as  yet  no  line  of  demarca-
tion  can  be  plotted  and  only  a  further  extension  of  the  beds  is  shown  on  the  present  map.
At  the  southern  end  of  the  belt,  near  Walker's  Creek,  the  Garra  Beds  have  been  shown
to  be  more  extensive  than  was  at  first  supposed  by  Joplin  and  Culey  (1938),  and  they
appear  on  the  eastern  edge  of  the  overlying  Upper  Devonian  strata.  On  the  other  hand,
the  easterly  extension  on  the  north,  in  the  area  of  the  Wellington  Caves,  has  been
reduced  for  reasons  explained  above.

Although  Basnett  and  Colditz  suggested  a  slight  unconformity  between  the  Devonian
and  Silurian  strata,  their  sections  show  no  break  in  the  sequence,  and  Joplin  and  Culey
found  no  suggestion  of  unconformity  in  the  Molong-Manildra  region.  The  present
compilation,  however,  shows  a  well-marked  regional  overlap,  particularly  well  shown  in
the  area  mapped  by  Brewer  and  Moye,  and  an  attempt  has  been  made  in  sections  C-D
and  E-F  to  show  an  unconformity  between  the  Garra  Beds  and  the  imderlying  Silurian
as  well  as  between  these  beds  and  the  overlying  Upper  Devonian  strata.  More  detailed
work  may  reveal  faults  which  may  necessitate  a  somewhat  different  interpretation.

Catombal  Formation.
Matheson  (1930)  placed  the  upper  part  of  the  Upper  Devonian  of  the  Catombal

Range  in  the  Catombal  Series,  and  the  lower  part  containing  Spirifer  disjunctus  in  the
"Transition  Stage",  but  Basnett  and  Colditz  have  pointed  out  that  both  are  of  Upper
Devonian  age,  and  suggest  that  "Catombal  Series"  be  applied  to  the  whole  sequence.
As  the  term  "series"  can  be  applied  only  to  a  time-stratigraphical  unit,  it  is  necessary
to  apply  a  suitable  name  for  the  rock  unit.  Furthermore,  Brown  (1931)  has  already
designated  the  time-stratigraphical  unit  as  Lambie  Stage,  thus  indicating  that  it  belongs
to  the  upper  part  of  the  Upper  Devonian  sequence.

It  is  suggested  that  Catombal  Formation  be  applied  to  this  unit,  which  consists
mainly  of  conglomerates,  quartzites  and  red  shales  in  this  area.

Structure.
It  has  been  shown  that  the  Silurian  of  this  district  may  be  divided  into  three

units  —  the  Manildra,  Nanima  and  Gamboola  Formations,  and  that  the  lowest  is  the
Gamboola  Formation.

The  major  structure  is  an  anticlinorium  with  a  pitch  slightly  west  of  north,  but
it  is  somewhat  masked  by  the  development  of  numerous  smaller  pitching  folds.  The
largest  of  these  is  the  Catombal  Syncline  which  trends  north-south  for  about  60  miles
and  slightly  transgresses  the  axis  of  the  anticlinorium.

In  many  places  cross-wai'ping  has  caused  reversal  of  pitch  and  caused  anticlines
to  form  domes,  and  synclines  basins.
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The  trends  of  the  larger  folds  have  been  plotted  in  Text-figure  1,  where  it  can  be
clearly  seen  that  the  major  axis  of  the  anticlinorium  is  inclined  to  that  of  the  Catombal
Syncline.  As  the  syncline,  which  is  occupied  by  rocks  of  Lower,  Middle  and  Upper
Devonian  age,  transgresses  the  larger  fold,  the  latter  must  have  formed  in  pre-Devonian
time  and  must  be  related  to  the  Bowning  Orogeny  (Browne,  1947).  The  Catombal  fold,
on  the  other  hand,  is  post-Devonian  and  probably  formed  during  the  Kanimbla  Orogeny.
Although  it  is  impossible  to  interpret  the  structure  when  the  configuration  and  nature
of  the  basement  are  unknown,  reference  to  Text-figure  1  will  show  that  the  Cudal  Anti-
cline,  the  Borenore  Syncline  and  the  small  basin  south  of  the  Molong  Dome  radiate
inwards  towards  the  southern  end  of  the  Catombal  Syncline,  and  it  is  tentatively
suggested  that  this  gathering  of  the  folds  is  due  to  the  downwarping  of  the  Catombal
Syncline.  It  is  also  possible  that  the  Barragan,  Avenel  and  Cargo  folds  are  also  related,
though  their  axes  have  been  disturbed  by  subsequent  faulting.  The  Molong  Dome  and
Copper  Hill  Anticline  also  trend  towards  the  Catombal  axis  and  may  have  been  caused
by  the  same  movement.  A  gathering  of  the  folds  at  the  northern  end  of  the  axis  is  not
so  apparent  although  the  Poggy  Fault,  and  a  small  syncline  about  one  mile  east  of  it,
show  such  a  trend.  The  Maryvale,  Dome  is  possibly  on  the  main  axis  of  the  Silurian  fold
and  the  Ponto  and  Suntop  Anticlines,  as  well  as  a  small  anticline  north  of  the  Narragal
Fault,  are  nearly  parallel  to  the  Bowning  axis  of  folding  and  are  possibly  related  to  it.

Faults.
Basnett  and  Colditz  recorded  four  faults  in  the  Wellington  area  and  Stevens

mapped  two  major  faults  in  the  southern  area.  With  the  possible  exception  of  the
Poggy  Fault  all  appear  to  be  pre-Devonian,  and  to  have  transgressed  probable  Kanimbla
folds,  thus  they  may  be  late  Kanimbla.

On  account  of  the  similarity  between  the  serpentinized  lamprophyre  in  the  Poggy
Fault,  and  the  serpentine  associated  with  augite-andesite  at  Lucknow,  it  is  suggested
that  a  fault  occurs  at  this  locality  though  it  has  not  been  mapped  and  the  trend
indicated  is  hypothetical.  Detailed  mapping  will  probably  reveal  other  faults  in  the
area,  particularly  in  the  region  between  Boree  and  Oakey  Creeks,  which  has  so  far
received  little  attention.

Unconfo7'mities.
In  dealing  with  the  stratigraphy  it  was  indicated  that  two  slight  unconformities

are  shown  —  one  between  Silurian  and  Lower  Devonian  rocks  and  the  other  between
rocks  of  Middle  and  Upper  Devonian  age  (Brown,  1932).

Summary.
It  has  been  indicated  that  the  map  is  a  compilation  based  on  the  work  of  sixteen

people.  Though  some  parts  have  been  mapped  in  detail,  it  is  mainly  a  piece  of  reconnais-
sance  mapping.  Nevertheless,  it  serves  a  useful  purpose  in  giving  a  regional  picture  of
the  area  and  reveals  slight  unconformities  between  Silurian  and  Devonian  rocks  and
between  Middle  and  Upper  Devonian  strata.  Furthermore,  the  general  structure  of  the
area  is  revealed,  and  it  seems  fairly  evident  that  Kanimbla  folding  and  faulting  have
been  superimposed  on  an  anticlinorium  which  was  folded  during  the  Bowning  Orogeny.
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